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A blended continuum damage and fracture mechanics
method for progressive damage analysis of composite

structures using XFEM
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Abstract

Progressive damage analysis of composite structures remains problematic, hold-

ing back the full potential of these materials. Widely used continuum damage

models feature a heuristical stiffness reduction to reflect damage, resulting in

an unrealistic representation of damage patterns. To the end of a more realistic

failure representation, this paper proposes a blended methodology for progres-

sive damage analysis of such structures implemented in ABAQUS, combining

continuum damage models with a more physically based approach from a frac-

ture mechanics perspective. Matrix cracks are modelled through the eXtended

Finite Element Method and delaminations through a cohesive zone model. Vali-

dation of the blend on an experimental campaign of open-hole tensile tests shows

remarkable predictive capability, in good conformance to experimental failure

loads, digital image correlation and acoustic emission measurements - partic-

ularly yielding more realistic damage patterns than state-of-the-art continuum

damage model implementations.
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1. Introduction

Propelled by advantages in structural efficiency, performance, versatility and

cost, fibre-Reinforced Polymers (FRPs) have made a mark in numerous indus-

tries, aerospace industry being a leading party. The full potential offered by

FRPs is held back, however, by an overall lack of understanding and inability5

to accurately predict failure [1, 2]. Composite anisotropy and heterogeneity com-

plicate mechanical behaviour. These complications are particularly pronounced

in Progressive Damage Analysis (PDA), exemplified by The World-Wide Failure

Exercises [2, 3] reflecting an overall lack of prediction accuracy amongst leading

failure theories.10

Driven by the need for accurate failure prediction, great strides have been made

in the development and implementation of failure theories for FRPs. These

strides have mostly focused on isolated application of Continuum Damage Mod-

els (CDMs) on one hand and fracture mechanics on the other hand. CDMs,15

operating on the principle of damage initiation on the basis of the local stress-

strain state [4, 5] and subsequent stiffness degradation to reflect damage [6],

have found widespread application. Fracture mechanics approaches have been

used most widely in the modelling of delaminations and to a limited extent

matrix cracking. Fracture mechanics based approaches typically employ either20

the Virtual Crack Closure Technique (VCCT) or Cohesive Zone Models (CZMs).

Contrary to many of these past attempts, focusing on isolated application of

these approaches, this paper presents a blended model combining both ap-

proaches for Progressive Damage Analysis (PDA) of FRPs. To this end, the25

paper commences with an abridged overview of CDMs and fracture mechanics

approaches to PDA of FRPs. This is followed upon by the numerical imple-

mentation in ABAQUS. Thereafter, validation is presented with respect to an

experimental campaign. Lastly, conclusions and recommendations are given.
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2. Continuum Damage Models30

CDMs operate on the basis of damage initiation criteria evaluating the lo-

cal stress-strain state [4, 5], and propagation models, or Material Degradation

Models (MDMs), that degrade material stiffnesses upon damage initiation [6].

Common to CDMs is a lacking strong physical basis, instead posed more on a

heuristical basis - in particular for MDMs. Still, remarkable advancements have35

been made leading to the failure theories discussed briefly hereafter.

For the case at hand, the LaRC05 criteria are used to guide damage initia-

tion from a stress and strain based methodology, complemented by the bilinear

softening law formulated by Lapczyk and Hurtado [7] and extended to three40

dimensions by Zhang et al. [8] . This selection follows from a precursor study

[9], to which the reader is referred for more details.

2.1. Initiation criteria

Initiation criteria find their origin in the Tsai-Hill failure criterion [10, 11],

proposed on the basis of the Von Mises yield criterion extended to anisotropic45

metals [12]. A fundamental flaw herein is overlooking composite heterogeneity,

transferring to many mode-independent criteria in its wake (e.g. Hoffman [13],

Chamis [14], Tsai and Wu [11] and Sandhu [15] criteria).

This deficiency instigated the development of mode-dependent criteria for a50

more correct assessment of the various intralaminar damage modes in FRPs,

distinguishing tensile and compressive matrix and fibre failure [4, 5, 1]. Hashin

and Rotem were the first to make this distinction to pose a set of criteria based

on logical reasoning [16], followed upon by the more physically based Hashin

criteria [17].55

This led to the development of state-of-the-art failure theories. A key con-

tribution and leading theory was posed by Puck and Schürmann [18, 19]. A
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strong physical foundation, extending from the Mohr-Coulomb fracture theory

for brittle materials, lends strength to its predictions. Past implementations60

have found good agreement with experimental results [2, 3]. In its wake, LaRC

criteria were formulated on a similar basis, but extending in particular the treat-

ment of fibre kinking [20, 21, 22]. The latest installment, the LaRC05 criteria,

is at the forefront in terms of physically based intralaminar damage initiation

criteria. A different, more empirical approach was taken by Cuntze and Freund,65

describing damage on the basis of the Failure Mode Concept [23, 24], yielding

predictive accuracy on par with Puck and LaRC05 criteria [2, 3].

2.2. Material Degradation Models

Stiffness reduction in the constitutive relationship by means of a MDM re-

flects the effect of damage in CDMs [6, 25]. Reduction can be either instan-70

taneously or gradually. Traditionally, sudden MDMs have been used, show-

ing little physical basis, but offering a simple and effective approach for PDA

[26, 27, 28, 29].

Gradual MDMs are arguably better able to capture the physical nature of the75

damage process. A prominent form of gradual degradation is the bilinear soft-

ening law, guiding the degradation by means of fracture energies [30, 31, 7, 8].

In conjunction with the Matzenmiller et al. damage matrix [32], these bilinear

softening models have yielded good accuracy [33, 34, 30, 31, 7, 8]. These soft-

ening laws offer the additional benefit of alleviating mesh dependence through80

the crack band model of Bažant and Oh [35] and alleviating convergence issues

in implicit schemes through gradual stiffness reduction.

3. Fracture mechanics

Fracture mechanics models typically employ either VCCT or CZMs. VCCT

has a relatively strong physical basic in the framework of LEFM and has found85

extensive use for cases in which the crack path is known in advance [36, 37].
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Their use in composites is most widespread for the modelling of delaminations

in which interface nodes are released to model the progression of cracks. Some

authors, however, consider the sharp crack tips assumed in LEFM unphysical

for damage in composites, such as delaminations, and rather argue that failure90

occurs over a process zone [38, 39]. CZMs employ this principle using traction-

separation laws which define a gradual softening behaviour over the interface

[38]. For the model presented in this paper a CZM is used for modelling both

the delaminations and matrix cracks (in conjunction with XFEM), in light of

the following advantages of CZMs:95

1. No precrack is required as opposed to VCCT, making CZM very suitable

for a general framework;

2. Progression of damage is embedded in their formulation and requires no

mesh updating;

3. Multiple cracks are allowed to join without any special formulation.100

A number of disadvantages apply to CZMs:

1. No distinction between shear modes (mode II & III) as no crack front is

explicitly modelled [40];

2. Very fine meshes are required [41, 42];

3. A lacking strong physical foundation [37]. Recent experimental evidence105

suggests that interfacial damage is not confined to the interface and the

interfaces follow a trapezoidal traction-separation law [43], contrary to

what CZMs assume [44, 45, 42, 46].

4. Blending and numerical implementation

Numerical implementation is performed in ABAQUS [47], extended with110

user subroutines for material constitutive behaviour and CDM implementation

(UMAT) and damage initiation for XFEM (UDMGINI). These components are

individually discussed hereafter, followed upon by a discussion on blending and

model integration.
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4.1. UMAT115

Material constitutive behaviour and damage initiation and propagation for

the CDM are defined in a UMAT, called at each integration point. At each

increment, the local variables are passed onto the UMAT. In the UMAT, the

following actions take place subsequently:

1. The local stresses and strains are retrieved and subsequently used to eval-120

uate failure criteria. Material properties required are read in from an

external input file, containing a library of materials.

2. When damage is detected, damage variables are updated and - if viscous

regularization is adopted - gradually increased.

3. The damage variables act as flags to indicate whether property degrada-125

tion is to take place. Property degradation follows as a direct reduction

in material stiffness parameters, passed into the Jacobian.

4. The updated (damaged) stiffness matrix or Jacobian is used to update

the stress tensor after incrementing the strain. The updated stress and

strain tensor form the basis for the following iteration, passed into the130

main routine along with the defined Jacobian.

Damage initiation is designated by LaRC05 criteria for tensile and compressive

fibre and matrix damage [21]. Stiffness degradation is performed through the

three-dimensional bilinear softening model as implemented by Zhang et al. [7, 8].

4.2. Cohesive zones135

Cohesive zones for delaminations are implemented using ABAQUS inte-

grated COH3D8 elements. An intrinsic formulation is used in which these

elements are inserted between all plies except for those at the symmetry in-

terface. An initial stiffness is provided using 50 times the out of plane ply

stiffness. Damage is defined using quadratic failure criterion and the softening140

behaviour is given by a linear softening law. Mixed-mode behaviour is incorpo-

rated by using the Benzeggagh-Kenane interaction law [48]. Artificial viscosity
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is adopted for cohesive zones to improve the rate of convergence [7, 33]. The vis-

cosity parameter was based on a convergence study, yielding a value of 1 · 10−5.

This parameter is ideally kept small to minimize the artificial increase in energy145

associated with the introduction of this parameter.

To alleviate mesh dependence and reduce computational efforts typically

associated with cohesive zones, interface strengths were reduced following the

methodology by Turon et al. [42] based on the local element size. Reduction

factors were similar for mode I and mode II, and of the order 2.0-2.5. Reported150

strengths are uncorrected.

4.3. Matrix cracking

Matrix cracks in the plies are modelled using XFEM and cohesive zones.

Local enrichment takes place using XFEM and phantom nodes allow mesh-

independent fracture at these locations [49, 41, 31]. A user subroutine UD-155

MGINI defines damage initiation following the Puck criteria [50]. Cracks are

progressed if subsequent elements satisfy the same damage initiation criteria.

Created fracture surfaces are connected using cohesive zones to model the sep-

aration behaviour. Fracture angles in plies are limited to planes parallel to the

local fibre orientation, as per experimental evidence [31, 51, 52, 41]. Enrichments160

is used on a ply-to-ply basis using the cohesive interfaces for delaminations as a

natural separation. Fracture toughness of inserted cohesive segments are taken

the same as for delaminations [53].

The use of Abaqus for XFEM has its limitations. Most predominantly, in

this paper, only one crack can be captured per side, per ply. Without the use165

of advanced selection of enrichment regions (outside the scope of this paper)

this can not be circumvented. As a consequence thereof, there is a risk of

underestimating the extent of damage due to the inability to capture additional,

secondary matrix cracks.

Moreover, cracks grow from element edge to element edge in discrete steps170

and cannot feature a crack tip singularity. Although singularities for matrix

cracks are of a lower order [54] than assumed in classical LEFM, this is still a
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notable shortcoming.

4.4. Model integration

Model components are integrated to yield three models as depicted in Fig-175

ure 1. DM1 and DM2 denote the CDM using LaRC05 initiation and bilinear

softening in the UMAT, without and with cohesive interface elements for de-

lamination modelling respectively. DM3 denotes the fully blended model, where

matrix cracks are modelled using cohesive zones inserted by XFEM (through the

UDMGINI subroutine) and delaminations using cohesive interface elements, and180

the constitutive behaviour and fibre failure are modelled in the UMAT. Three

models are evaluated, in order to assess the merits of CDM, those of cohesive

zones for intralaminar failure and those of the discrete crack model.

[FLOWCHART INTEGRATION (Figure 1 APPROXIMATELY HERE]185

5. Validation with experimental campaign

Experimental campaigning has been performed, in the form of open-hole

tensile testing on Carbon-fibre Reinforced Polymer (CFRP) specimens, in order

to validate and compare the developed methodologies. This model assessment

focuses on the predictive capability of methods, in terms of final failure predic-190

tions, local damage patterns, damage evolution and strain field representation.

This section commences with a description of the experimental campaign,

proceeds with a brief paragraph on the numerical modelling thereof, and con-

cludes with extensive comparison of predictions to experimental results.

5.1. Experimental campaign195

Five specimens were manufactured from AS4/8552 unidirectional prepreg

plies of 0.17 mm nominal thickness. Laminates were autoclave cured according

to the cure cycle recommended by Hexcel [55]. Specimens contain 16 plies in

a [45◦ / −45◦ / 0◦ / 90◦]2s lay-up, with length 250 mm, width 25 mm and a

hole diameter of 6.35 mm. Specimens were cut to size using a diamond cutting200
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blade and holes were drilled using carbide drill bits.

Quasi-static testing was performed on a 60 kN MTS test bench, see Figure

2, at a displacement rate of 1 mm/min. In order to assess the specimen state

during loading, multiple inspection techniques have been employed:205

• Three-dimensional Digital Image Correlation (DIC) to acquire full-field

deformation mapping, using a Vic-3D Digital Image Correlation Measure-

ment System. A black-and-white speckle pattern was painted on speci-

mens to improve correlation quality. The set-up is shown in Figure 2a,

consisting of dual camera’s mounted and calibrated for a full-field image210

of the specimen near the hole.

• Acoustic Emission (AE) to determine the number and severity of damage

events during loading through amplified acoustic signals [56]. Two VS900-

M piezoelectric sensors were placed on each specimen, greased for good

attachment and conduction, see Figure 2b. Sensors were placed asym-215

metrically for the purpose of damage localization. Sensor signals were

preamplified using a 34 dB preamplifier, the threshold was selected 60 dB

and the AE signals were processed using a Vallen AMSY-6 instrument.

[FIGURE SETUP EXPERIMENTAL (Figure 2) APPROXIMATELY HERE]

220

The typical failure pattern is as depicted in Figure 3. All specimens exhibit

exclusively this damage pattern, characterized by:

• Pull-out type failure. fibre breakage at the ultimate load with extensive

matrix cracking.

• Significant matrix cracking along the fibres, from the hole edge spanning225

the width of the specimen. In particular, extensive matrix cracking can

be observed in the outer ±45◦ plies.

• fibre fracture in the 0◦ plies, from the hole edge spanning the width of the

specimen, effecting a full separation of these plies.
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• Delaminations, from the hole edge spanning the width of the specimen, in230

most of the layers.

These patterns are visible in more detail through X-ray Computed Tomography

(CT) scans, shown in Figure 4. Scans were performed after ultimate failure in

order to provide a volumetric image of the visual state of damage.

[FIGURE FAILURE PATTERN (Figure 3) APPROXIMATELY HERE]235

[FIGURE FAILURE PATTERN CT (Figure 4) APPROXIMATELY HERE]

Final failure loads obtained for the six specimens tested up to failure are given

in Table 1, including the Coefficient of Variation (CV). Results show limited240

scatter, around an average of 26.2 kN.

[TABLE FINAL FAILURE EXPERIMENTAL (Table 1) APPROXIMATELY

HERE]

5.2. Numerical modelling245

A [45◦, −45◦, 0◦, 90◦]2s lay-up is modelled as eight layers of C3D8 elements,

one per ply, with cohesive zones interspersed. Symmetry is only used in through-

thickness direction in view of laminate symmetry. The laminate is clamped at

one end, and a uniform axial displacement is applied at the other end.

Material properties and model-specific parameters are given in Table 3, along250

with the cohesive parameters. In-situ parameters were estimated using the

model proposed by Camanho et al. [57] to reflect the effect of ply embed-

dedness and thickness on apparent resistance to fracture (as first observed by

Parvizi et al. [58]). Orthotropic thermal expansion is assumed, with α1 = 0.0

◦C−1 and α2 = 3.0 · 10−5 ◦C−1 [59] and ∆T = 160◦C [55].255

[TABLE MATERIAL PROPERTIES (Table 3) APPROXIMATELY HERE]
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5.3. Results and discussion

Model predictions are compared to experimental observations, in terms of

final failure loads, DIC observations and AE measurements. Moreover, damage260

patterns are evaluated - primarily to highlight the shortcomings of CDMs.

5.3.1. Final failure loads

Final failure loads are compared to the experimental failure load in Table

1. All models achieve good correspondence to the average experimental faillure

load of 26.2 kN, corresponding to a failure stress of 385 MPa, errors to within 5265

%. DM2 achieves slightly poorer correspondence, attributed to a discrepancy in

failure patterns particularly in terms of delaminations. These results conform

to results obtained earlier for CDMs, namely that in the absence of severe de-

laminations these are capable of delivering good global predictions [9]

270

[TABLE FINAL FAILURE LOADS (Table 1 APPROXIMATELY HERE]

5.3.2. Damage patterns

Damage patterns are given in Figures 5-6 in terms of matrix failure, and in

Figures 7-10 in terms of delaminations, at 90 % of the predicted failure load.

Critical failure is due to fibre failure in the 0◦ plies, predicted similarly by all275

models, see Figure 11.

Extensive matrix cracking is observed in ±45◦ and 90◦ plies. Matrix crack-

ing in the −45◦ ply is depicted in Figure 5. The CDM of DM1 and DM2 shows a

large amount of damage smearing, strongly contrasting with the discrete crack

predicted by DM3. In particular, the CDM fails to respect fibre-matrix het-280

erogeneity that causes matrix cracks to grow along the fibres. This key flaw

associated with CDMs was shown previously to contrast strongly with experi-

mental observations [9, 31, 52, 51].

Similar behaviour can be observed in the 90◦ plies, see Figure 6. 0◦ plies

show little damage, while 45◦ plies show a damaged state highly similar to that285

in the −45◦ plies.
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These observations conform to observations made post-failure, see Figure 4.

Moreover, the observed damage patterns show that the aforementioned limi-

tation of single crack modelling does not impede accuracy significantly for the

case at hand. Cracks are namely concentrated in a single band for all layers,290

although the −45◦ ply shows noticeable secondary cracking.

Still, however, this relates only to visible cracking for the case at hand. There

are possibly more, unopened, secondary cracks that the model fails to capture.

Moreover, for different loading configurations and specimens, this limitation

may be significantly more pronounced.295

Delamination predictions are given in Figures 7-10. Delaminations are pre-

dicted significantly more extensively for DM2 than for DM3. Underlying cause

may be poorly modelled matrix crack-delamination interaction, as mentioned by

Van der Meer [31]. Regrettably, experimental quantification of delaminations

could not be performed. Therefore, the accuracy of delamination modelling300

cannot be precisely quantified.

[FIGURE DAMAGE MATRIX FAILURE - 45 (Figure 5) APPROXIMATELY

HERE]

305

[FIGURE DAMAGE MATRIX FAILURE - 90 (Figure 6) APPROXIMATELY

HERE]

[FIGURE DAMAGE DELAMINATION 45/-45 (Figure 7) APPROXIMATELY

HERE]310

[FIGURE DAMAGE DELAMINATION -45/0 (Figure 8) APPROXIMATELY

HERE]

[FIGURE DAMAGE DELAMINATION 0/90 (Figure 9) APPROXIMATELY315

HERE]
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[FIGURE DAMAGE DELAMINATION 90/45 (Figure 10) APPROXIMATELY

HERE]

320

[FIGURE DAMAGE fibre FAILURE 0 (Figure 11) APPROXIMATELY HERE]

5.3.3. Strain field representation

Experimental observations are compared to model predictions in terms of

strain maps at 10 % and 95 % of the experimental failure load in Figure 12

and 13 respectively. The spectrum is based on limits of DIC observations, in325

order to provide a high-contrast image where discrepancies are clearly visible in

model predictions as white regions. At 10 % of the failure load, all models are

in close correspondence to DIC observations, validating the constitutive model

implemented in the UMAT subroutine.

For increasing severity of damage, culminating in the damaged state at 95330

% of the failure load, agreement becomes noticeably poorer for DM1 and DM2.

DIC observations dispute the heuristic stiffness reduction featured in these mod-

els, instead showing little if any effect of damage on the strain map in the outer

ply. This conforms much more closely to the blended model, merely showing a

local increase in strain around the developing matrix crack in 45◦direction.335

[FIGURE DIC 10 % (Figure 12) APPROXIMATELY HERE]

[FIGURE DIC 95 % (Figure 13) APPROXIMATELY HERE]

5.3.4. Damage evolution340

Predictions can be compared qualitatively to AE observations, offering an

on-line assessment of the rapidity and severity of damage evolution. Quantita-

tive comparison is substantially more difficult, due to the noise received by AE

and the additional requirement of a translation of element damage to energy

release. This energy release is representative of the number of damage events,345

detected as incoming signals above a 60 dB threshold.
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The measured energy is depicted in Figure 14a, compared to model predic-

tions in Figures 14b-14d. The latter show the percentage of damaged elements

per damage mode. These are normalized, in order to highlight the rapidity of

the damage growth (rather than the extent of damage), resulting in the damage350

patterns discussed previously.

Figure 14a shows that energy release starts at roughly 40 % of the failure

load, developing initially at a relatively slow pace but at an increasingly high

pace. This is captured well by the implemented models. The increase in damage

growth rapidity is well-captured, primarily considering the steep increase in fibre355

failure close to final failure. This correlates with high energy signals measured

close to final failure, likely due to fibre fracture.

An exception to the good correspondence is the steep increase in matrix fail-

ure and delaminations predicted by DM2 at 70 % and 80 % of the failure load -

not distinctly visible in AE measurements. This can be linked to the unrealistic360

damage patterns observed earlier, the jump at 70 % corresponding to extensive

0◦/90◦ and 90◦/45◦ delamination coupled with significant matrix cracking in

90◦ and 45◦ plies, and the jump at 80 % to extensive −45◦/0◦ and 45◦/ − 45◦

delamination coupled with significant matrix failure in ±45◦ plies.

365

[FIGURE AE DAMAGE EVOLUTION (Figure 14) APPROXIMATELY HERE]

6. Conclusions and recommendations

A blended CDM and fracture mechanics methodology has been implemented

in ABAQUS. A UMAT subroutine is used to model constitutive behaviour and

fibre failure, XFEM through a UDMGINI subroutine to insert cohesive zones to370

model matrix cracking and interspersed cohesive layers to model delaminations.

Validation with respect to an experimental campaign on open-hole tensile tests

and comparison to a CDM based on LaRC05 damage initiation and bilinear

softening, has yielded the following conclusions.

Final failure predictions by the blended methodology are in excellent cor-375
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respondence to the experimental failure load. Similar performance is achieved

using the developed CDM.

Where the blended methodology distinguishes itself, is in its ability to cap-

ture discrete matrix cracking and the correct orientation thereof along the fibres

- in line with experimental observations. The developed CDM implementation380

predicts excessively smeared damage and deviating failure patterns, even with

cohesive zones to model delaminations. Moreover, AE observations show that

the developed model is ostensibly capable of modelling the rapidity of damage

growth throughout the loading process. Still, the blended methodology has a

number of shortcomings related to the use of XFEM in Abaqus. Foremostly,385

the modelling of a single crack can underestimate the total amount of damage.

The heuristic stiffness degradation in CDMs effects a smearing of damage,

altering the strain field noticeably. This alteration is disputed by DIC obser-

vations, showing little change in the strain maps. Contrary to the CDM, the

blended model correctly predicts only a local change in the strain field in the390

vicinity of matrix cracking. The blended model is however due to the numeri-

cal implementation limited by single matrix crack per side, preventing parallel

cracking.

Overall, the blended methodology is promising. Still, there is a lot of head-

way to be made towards high-fidelity PDA of FRPs.395

Related to the blended methodology, extensive experimental campaigning

and validation is recommended for different loading, geometry and material

configurations. In particular, investigation of local damage features, especially

delaminations, is warranted. Furthermore, the blended methodology displays

numerical issues at times that warrant a more robust convergence framework in400

order to maximize computational efficiency and minimize the occurrence of pre-

mature analysis termination. Lastly, multiple crack modelling using XFEM is

recommended, for example through the adoption of multiple enrichment regions.
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Figure 1: Schematic overview of blended model synthesis
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(a) DIC and test set-up (b) Specimen and AE sensor placement

Figure 2: Experimental set-up

(a) Top view

(b) Side view

Figure 3: Specimen failure pattern after ultimate (pull-out) failure. Loading direction: hori-

zontal in page
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(a) Outer −45◦ ply (b) Outer 0◦ ply (c) Outer 90◦ ply

Figure 4: X-ray CT scans of observed damage after ultimate (pull-out) failure. Loading

direction: horizontal in page

Table 1: Experimental results for final failure

Specimen Failure load [kN] Failure stress [MPa] CV [%]

1 26.06 386.1

2 26.30 389.6

3 27.27 404.0

4 27.32 404.7

5 27.04 400.6

6 25.44 376.9

Average 26.2 388.2 3.1

Table 2: Predicted and measured final failure stress for experimental case

Model Predicted [MPa]
Discrepancy

[MPa] [%]

DM1 399.8 14.8 3.9

DM2 355.6 -29.4 -7.6

DM3 394.1 9.1 2.4
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(a) DM1 (b) DM2 (c) DM3

Figure 5: Progression of matrix failure in outer −45◦ ply for experimental test case at 90% of

failure load (red and blue denote respectively damaged and undamaged elements). Loading

direction: horizontal in page
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(a) DM1 (b) DM2 (c) DM3

Figure 6: Progression of matrix failure in outer 90◦ ply for experimental test case at 90% of

failure load (red and blue denote respectively damaged and undamaged elements) Loading

direction: horizontal in page

(a) DM2 (b) DM3

Figure 7: Progression of delamination in outer 45◦/− 45◦ interface for experimental test case

at 90% of failure load (red and blue denote respectively damaged and undamaged elements).

Loading direction: horizontal in page
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(a) DM2 (b) DM3

Figure 8: Progression of delamination in outer −45◦/0◦ interface for experimental test case

at 90% of failure load (red and blue denote respectively damaged and undamaged elements).

Loading direction: horizontal in page

(a) DM2 (b) DM3

Figure 9: Progression of delamination in outer 0◦/90◦ interface for experimental test case

at 90% of failure load (red and blue denote respectively damaged and undamaged elements).

Loading direction: horizontal in page
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(a) DM2 (b) DM3

Figure 10: Progression of delamination in outer 90◦/45◦ interface for experimental test case

at 90% of failure load (red and blue denote respectively damaged and undamaged elements).

Loading direction: horizontal in page

(a) DM1 (b) DM2 (c) DM3

Figure 11: Progression of fibre failure in outer 0◦ ply for experimental test case at final failure

(red and blue denote respectively damaged and undamaged elements). Loading direction:

horizontal in page
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(a) DIC
(b) DM3p

(c) DM2 (d) DM1

Engineering shear strain [%]

Figure 12: Comparison of measured and predicted strain field at 10 % of failure load (white

areas denote strain outside of spectrum)
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(a) DIC
(b) DM3

(c) DM2 (d) DM1

Engineering shear strain [%]

Figure 13: Comparison of measured and predicted strain field at 95 % of failure load (white

areas denote strain outside of spectrum)
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(c) Matrix failure
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(d) Delamination

Figure 14: Predicted damage evolution experimental test case
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Table 3: Material properties for AS4/8552

General [60, 59, 61]

E1 [GPa] 135

E2 [GPa] 9.5

ν12 [-] 0.32

ν23 [-] 0.45

G12 [GPa] 4.9

G23 [GPa] 3.2

XT [MPa] 2207

XC [MPa] 1531

YT (thin embedded ply) [MPa] 145

YT (thick embedded ply) [MPa] 82

YT (outer ply) [MPa] 96

YC [MPa] 200

S12 (thin embedded ply) [MPa] 133

S12 (thick embedded ply) [MPa] 111

S12 (outer ply) [MPa] 111

α0 [deg] 53

Bilinear softening [60, 59]

Gfft [N/mm] 92.0

Gffc [N/mm] 80.0

Gmft [N/mm] 0.30

Gmfc [N/mm] 0.80

Puck [19]

pc⊥⊥ [-] 0.325

pt⊥⊥ [-] 0.325

pc⊥‖ [-] 0.35

pt⊥‖ [-] 0.30

Cohesive zones [60]

σmax
I [MPa] 80.7

σmax
II [MPa] 114.5

GIc [N/mm] 0.3

GIIc [N/mm] 1.0

ηBK [-] 2.08
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